[Quantitative analysis of sister chromatid exchanges in the cell].
Assuming a random nature of distribution of sister chromatid exchanges (SCE) in a karyotype, the formulae have been obtained allowing the calculation of the number of SCE that are overlooked because of a limited resolving power of the SCE detection method. The results obtained mean that the actual number of SCE is more than the observed one, the part of overlooked exchanges being increased with the heightening of the SCE level. Taking into account overlook exchanges, the formula has been obtained that makes possible the calculation of the expected number of SCE observed in any group of chromosomes. These results were applied in the analysis of the SCE distribution among chromosomes. A better conformity has been obtained between the expected results and the observed ones, than under the assumption that the observed SCE are distributed in proportion to the lengths of chromosomes. The obtained formulae are of use in interpreting the lack of the observed SCE in small chromosomes and the excess of them in large ones.